TapGazer: Text Entry with Finger Tapping and Gaze-directed Word Selection

Fig. 1. a) Physical setup: The user enters text without needing to see hands or keyboard, by tapping on a surface and resolving ambiguity between candidate words via gaze selection. b) Visual interface: Fingers are mapped to multiple letters (see colors at bottom); the central area shows candidate words corresponding to the current input sequence of finger taps. Users can select a word by gazing at it and tapping the right thumb. c) State machine of Tapgazer with gaze selection and word completion.

In the years to come, smartphones may be replaced by inexpensive and lightweight eyeglasses capable of displaying augmented reality. Ideally those future glasses will incorporate gaze detection, and will also track hand and finger movements. Wearers of those glasses should then be able to type text simply by tapping their fingers on any surface. In anticipation of this future, we present TapGazer, a text entry system in which users type by tapping their fingers, without needing to look at their hands or be aware of their hand position. Ambiguity is resolved at the word level, by using gaze for word selection. In the absence of gaze tracking, disambiguation can be effected by additional taps. User studies show that TapGazer works with different devices and is easy to learn, with beginners reaching 52.17 words per minute on average, achieving 77% of their QWERTY typing speed with gaze tracking and 58% without.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Text entry is one of the most frequent, important and demanding tasks in personal computing. Because efficient text entry methods are crucial to productivity, an enormous amount of research has been conducted on methods that improve their usability [20]. As new types of electronic devices such as smartphones have become available, new text entry methods have been proposed [22]. With the increasing popularity of consumer-grade head-mounted displays...
(HMDs) such as Virtual Reality (VR) headsets and Augmented Reality (AR) glasses, there is an expanding interest in text entry methods that can support such wearables [52]. For example, if smartphones are replaced by inexpensive and lightweight AR glasses, an AR analogue of ‘texting’ will be required. It is plausible that most HMDs will allow gaze tracking and finger detection in the near future in order to provide the best possible user experience; therefore a future text entry method will likely be able to take advantage of two faculties that have traditionally been used in typing: our fingers and our eyes. In order to be successful, a text entry method suitable for HMD wearers needs to address the following challenges:

**Availability.** HMD users are much more constrained than desktop users in what hardware they can use. Physical keyboards are often unavailable or out of reach, e.g. when users are moving freely or interacting with their real or virtual environment. In the case of AR, their environment may often be uncontrolled, e.g. on a bus, so text entry should ideally rely only on hardware that can be carried unobtrusively.

**Accessibility.** HMD users are constrained in their access to user interfaces. They may not be able to look at their hands or at a physical keyboard, e.g. due to occlusion from a VR headset or the need to stay aware of their environment when using AR. Therefore text entry should ideally avoid the need for the user to look at hands or manual devices. Also, users may be sitting, standing or even walking (not uncommon for mobile texting), so a text entry method should ideally be accessible from a wide range of poses.

**Learnability.** Because text entry is a basic task of computing systems, it should ideally be easy to learn. Because many users are already proficient in the use of a QWERTY keyboard, much previous work has aimed to exploit this familiarity to improve learnability. [8, 77].

We propose TapGazer, a new text entry method designed to address these challenges. TapGazer allows users to perform text entry simply by tapping their fingers, without needing to look at their hands or be aware of finger position. Taps may be detected with any input device capable of discerning which finger is currently being tapped, e.g. finger-worn accelerometers such as TapStrap, touch sensitive surfaces such as smart cloth, or visual finger tracking, since the location where a finger is tapped is not needed. Tracking fingers’ identities and detecting whether a finger has tapped is less complicated and more accurate than tracking both the identity and location of each finger, and it is generally easier for users to focus on tapping their fingers without the need to worry about finger location. Given a suitable input device, any available surface may be used to support the hands and facilitate tapping movements, e.g. a table or one’s thighs. As a result, TapGazer is designed to be beneficial not only for HMD users, but for scenarios including typing while standing, typing without a physical keyboard, and typing for mobile devices.

To enable text entry by finger tapping, TapGazer simplifies keyboard input by assigning multiple letters to each finger. Because this mapping is one-to-many, it is ambiguous (see the color-coded keyboard layout in Figure 1(b)). We resolve this ambiguity by showing word suggestions in the users’ display and allowing them to select the correct word via gaze. As a result, users do not need to look at their fingers or input device. TapGazer’s finger-to-letter mapping is based on a QWERTY keyboard layout. As a result, people can reuse their QWERTY skills and retain the performance benefits of ten-finger typing, which is generally faster than alternatives such as word-gesture keyboards [15]. TapGazer supports entry of unknown words, symbols and cursor navigation by allowing users to switch between different modes. Furthermore, because gaze tracking may not always be available, we describe variants of TapGazer that work without gaze tracking. We investigate the following research questions:

**RQ1** How can text input be efficiently implemented using only finger taps and gaze?

**RQ2** How does TapGazer perform in terms of speed, accuracy and user preference?
RQ3 How can we model user performance in TapGazer?

We address these questions by first discussing the design of TapGazer (RQ1), then reporting on a user study evaluating TapGazer (RQ2), and lastly providing a model-based analysis of how different users of TapGazer will likely perform (RQ3).

Novelty. Some previous work has looked at reduced QWERTY keyboards and word disambiguation. VType [23] applies a reduced keyboard layout, attempting to reconstruct words automatically based on finger sequence, grammar and context, but does not allow users to choose between ambiguous words. The 1Line keyboard [51] and the stick keyboard [29] flatten the QWERTY keyboard from three rows to one, allowing users to choose between ambiguous words through touchscreen gestures and arrow keys. Yet to the best of our knowledge we are the first to investigate tapping while resolving ambiguity through gaze. Also, the performance we measured for TapGazer (average 52.5 wpm with gaze tracking no completion, max. 81.3 wpm) surpasses that reported for similar works (see Table 1). Our work makes several key contributions:

1. A design that combines tap and gaze for effective text entry, with variants for use without gaze tracking and for accommodating different user preferences.
2. An evaluation showing that TapGazer is usable, easy-to-learn for QWERTY users, and able to reach average speeds of 52.5 wpm.
3. A model-based performance analysis illustrating the effects of different design options and usage strategies.

2 RELATED WORK

The QWERTY keyboard is the most widely used text entry method in English speaking countries. Originally designed around the hardware limitations of early mechanical typewriters, QWERTY is not optimal for modern keyboard technology. As a result, many alternative keyboard layouts [80, 110] have been proposed to optimize typing speed or energy, e.g. ATOMIK [60] and Quasi-Qwerty [6]. For devices where a physical QWERTY keyboard is not available, many specialized text entry solutions have been proposed, e.g. for touch screens [40, 51, 83], mobile phones [22, 112], and handheld devices [13]. Moreover, using a finger [7, 73] or pen [42] for handwritten text input has been considered, although this is slow compared to typing. Speech-to-text is also a widely explored option with the potential to be faster than typing [81]; however, it has limited accuracy and is not always suitable, e.g. when the environment is noisy, other people are talking, or the content is of a sensitive or personal nature.

A key requirement of manual typing approaches – typing with hands – is detection and tracking of hands or fingers. Various methods for this have evolved over the last decades, including using gloves [50, 91], markers [33, 64], audio signals [95], cameras [105], and specific devices such as Leap Motion [104]. Moreover, various input recognition methods have been proposed, with some recognizing input as single characters (‘character-level’) and others recognizing entire words (‘word-level’). Methods recognizing larger chunks of input (e.g. words, sentences) are typically more effective than those recognizing characters [92]. Lastly, there are good online input prediction and correction methods that can be used to improve the performance of text entry [28, 72, 111]. To develop a fast and usable text entry design using tap and gaze, we closely investigated prior work in alternative keyboard layout design across HMD and non-HMD scenarios, gaze interaction, and text entry in VR/AR. An overview of the most relevant and fastest methods, with their average speeds listed in words per minute (WPM), is shown in Table 1.
Design Average WPMs Examples
Tapping QWERTY on a touch surface 17.2–44.6 BlindType [55], TOAST [83], PalmBoard [103]
Gesture typing 16.0–42.7 GestureType [106], Chen et al. [15], KeyScratch [17]
Typing on tiny surface 26.0–41.0 Vertanen et al. [92], VelociTap [93], Ahn & Lee [2]
Mid-air chord gesture typing 22.0 Adhikary [1], Sridhar et al. [89]
Typing with pinch gestures 11.9–23.4 BiTipText [101], DigiTouch [97], TipText [101]
Mid-air finger tapping 17.8–23.0 ATK [104], VISAR [21]
Reduced physical QWERTY keyboard 7.3–30.0 Stick [29], ILLine [51], LetterWise [58], VTtype [23]
Tapping with head or controller on a soft alternative keyboard 10.2–21.1 RingText [100], PizzaText [108], HiPad [37], Bolettes & Kongsvik [8], Curved QWERTY [102]
Tapping QWERTY with head or controller 11.3–15.6 Tap/Dwell [106]
Gaze typing plus touch 14.6–15.5 EyeSwipe [46, 47], TAGSwipe [44]

Table 1. Summary of prior text entry solutions for English words that are compatible with our usage scenarios.

2.1 Alternative Keyboard Layouts

Alternative layouts generally aim to increase performance, often while supporting a limited interaction size with a reduced number of keys, which makes them relevant for TapGazer. Many layouts are designed based on optimization of typing performance, e.g. metropolis keyboard [109] and GK-D and GK-T [85]. Another common consideration is similarity to familiar layouts such as QWERTY or T9 for learnability, e.g. for mobile phones [22, 58], smart glasses [2], and smartwatches [78]. Familiar layouts are often adapted to new typing gestures, e.g. using thumb-to-finger interaction for small-screen devices or VR/AR using split QWERTY [70, 97] or T9 layouts [98]. Another trend is rearranging keyboard characters into different 2D or 3D shapes: QuikWriting [76] and its gaze-version [4] distribute letters into a circle; PizzaText [108], WrisText [27], and HiPad [37] use a pie-shaped layout; Keycube [11] attaches push buttons to a physical magic cube for typing.

When applying a reduced keyboard layout, fingers or keys are not uniquely assigned to characters, so a mechanism for disambiguation becomes necessary. LetterWise [58] uses prefix-based rather than word-based disambiguation, i.e. users press a button if the current character is wrong and then the respective character of the next-likely prefix is shown. By repeatedly pressing the button, even non-dictionary words can be typed. Stick keyboard [29] compresses the QWERTY keyboard into one line, with each key mapped to 2-3 characters. Users choose one of several ambiguous words by scrolling through possible candidates with button presses. Similarly, ILLine keyboard [51] reorganizes the QWERTY keyboard to a single line specifically for touchscreen typing, using touch gestures to support candidate selection. Similar to these works, TapGazer is based on a reduced QWERTY layout, but it uses different mechanisms for faster disambiguation.

2.2 Gaze-assisted Text Entry

Text entry with gaze does not require a physical keyboard, therefore it is a natural option to consider for HMDs, which can incorporate gaze trackers. Gaze-only methods mainly fall into the following categories [63]: direct gaze pointing with dwell (“gaze typing”), eye switches, discrete gaze gestures, and continuous gaze gestures (“gaze writing”). Dwell [5, 35, 62] (i.e. looking at keys for a certain time to trigger clicks) has been widely applied and optimized to solve the Midas Touch problem [36] (i.e. inadvertent clicks). Approaches for reducing the dwell time necessary for each key
have been explored, e.g. by dynamically adjusting it based on prefix [61], word frequency, or character placement [67]; however, it is still a major factor slowing down typing speed. Eye-switch approaches try to avoid dwell by using other operations such as blinking, brow interaction, and head movements [26] as triggers. Similarly, discrete gaze gestures have been proposed to avoid dwell, e.g. by adding a resting zone in the typing area [4], ‘swiping’ over a keyboard with gaze to enter a word [14, 46], or using other confirmatory eye movements such as inside-outside-inside saccades [82]. Some disambiguation algorithms have been proposed to improve the accuracy of word-level gaze gestures [53, 74]. Dasher [96] uses continuous gaze gestures to zoom towards and select candidate letters and words. Gaze-only text entry methods are much slower than typing with a keyboard; therefore some approaches try to speed it up by using other modalities for key and word selection, e.g. a physical button [45], a brain-computer interface [57], or touch gestures [2, 44]. If gaze tracking is not available, many gaze-based approaches can be modified to use head movement only [100, 106]. This can be combined with other head gestures, e.g. nodding for letter selection [54]. Overall, gaze-based text entry methods facilitate social privacy and can be used while standing or moving in VR [79]; however, they are still much slower than physical keyboards (below 25 WPM) as gaze movements that require fixations between saccades are generally time consuming (in the order of 100-400 ms [25]). Therefore, TapGazer uses gaze for disambiguation rather than typing.

## 2.3 Text Entry in VR/AR

Various methods have been investigated for text entry in VR/AR [18]. Because text entry using a physical keyboard is faster than other typing solutions, many approaches for text entry in VR/AR try to facilitate access to a standard physical keyboard rather than replace it. This has mainly been done by tracking and visualizing a physical keyboard in VR while sitting at a desk, either by blending in a video stream showing the real keyboard [9, 38, 52, 66] or by visualizing the keyboard in VR [9, 30, 41, 71, 94]. To support better mobility, HawKEY [77] uses a portable keyboard for users to type on while standing and walking in VR. These approaches show that using a physical keyboard and high-quality tracking leads to good performance, although the setup can be complex. However, most HMD users are unlikely to carry a full-sized physical keyboard around with them, and handling such a keyboard while moving and interacting in an uncontrolled environment can be cumbersome.

Other work has investigated VR/AR text entry with pointing gestures on virtual keyboards. Xu et al. [99] and Speicher et al. [88] compared pointing methods to selecting virtual keys with controllers, head and hand. Boletsis & Kongsvik [8] proposed virtual keyboard layouts to optimize controller-based key selection. PizzaText [108] arranges virtual keys in a circle separated into segments. Anonymous [90] compared controller-based with stylus-based virtual keyboard interaction. Yanagihara et al. [102] introduced a curved virtual QWERTY keyboard, allowing users to use a controller to swipe between different keys (21 wpm). Similarly, Chen et al. [15] proposed word gestures by pointing and swiping at a virtual keyboard. Additionally, Dube and Arif [19] researched the impact of key design on virtual keyboards for typing speed and accuracy. While these approaches improve mobility, they are much slower than physical keyboards, with typical speeds below 25 WPM.

Many VR/AR text entry methods use fingers or hands directly. A popular approach is to detect pinch gestures between fingers and thumbs, e.g. using a data glove. Pinch keyboard [10] combines pinch with hand rotation and position to select letters. KITTY [43] uses pinch gestures on different parts of the thumb. PinchType uses a reduced keyboard, and if necessary, allows the user to disambiguate words with hand gestures [24]. DigiTouch [97] uses continuous touch position and pressure. Quadmetric [48] and HiFinger [39] support one-handed text entry with pinch. BlindType [55] uses single-thumb touchpad gestures. RotoSwype [32] uses one-handed word gestures by rotating a ring worn on
one hand. Yu et al. propose one-dimensional ‘handwriting’ of words with a tracked finger or controller [107]. Pinch and word gesture based approaches are flexible but slow, with typical speeds far below 20 WPM. Also, mid-air finger gestures can be hard to track and can lead to fatigue when performing longer tasks [1, 21]. FaceTouch [31] allows users to type on a touch surface attached to their HMD. ARKB [49] proposes visual tracking of fingers for tapping on a virtual QWERTY keyboard. VISAR [21] facilitates mid-air one-finger tapping on an AR QWERTY keyboard. VType [23] uses finger tapping on a reduced QWERTY keyboard layout and reconstructs words based on finger sequence, grammar, and context for text input in VR. The accuracy reported for a predefined vocabulary is high; however, no method for disambiguation between candidate words was considered and no typing speed was reported. Tapping on a reduced QWERTY keyboard is promising for text entry in VR/AR as it is flexible and robust compared to alternatives. Therefore, we explore how it can be optimized by using gaze input and additional taps for disambiguation.

3 TapGazer Design

TapGazer allows users to tap words as if they are typing them on a physical QWERTY keyboard, and then disambiguate their tap input selecting the desired word through gaze. It was designed primarily for HMD users, but could also be useful for other scenarios where more conventional input devices are unavailable or difficult to access. Given suitable sensors, users can type by tapping their fingers on any surface or even in mid-air. As TapGazer only considers the identity of the finger that is currently tapping and not its position, it only needs to know which of the user’s 10 fingers has just been tapped, if any, at any given time. Each of the 26 letters of the alphabet is mapped to one of the eight non-thumb fingers, while the two thumbs are reserved for controlling use including word selection, deletion, etc.

Figure 1 illustrates the state machine of TapGazer with gaze selection and word completion. Starting from an idle state, TapGazer waits for tap or gaze input events. Except for the thumbs, a finger tap adds a letter to the input string, starting from an empty string. The input string is constructed from an input alphabet with one character for each of the eight fingers: we are using the characters asdfjk1;,, which correspond to the rest positions of each finger on a QWERTY keyboard, for later reference. When typing a word with TapGazer, the user taps the fingers as they would do when typing on a QWERTY keyboard. However, as each finger tap can be interpreted as one of several characters, the word represented by the input is ambiguous: for example, fjd is the input string for the words ‘the’ and ‘bye’. We refer to a set of words that all have the same tapping input string as a homograph set. A tap with the left thumb deletes the current input string so users can start the word again. A tap of the right thumb selects the word to enter from a list of suggestions while the word is pointed at by the user’s gaze.

As a user enters an input string, the central area of TapGazer’s user interface shows a list of word candidates: similar to predictive text on a mobile phone, the user is given a list of the most likely words to choose from. TapGazer shows all words in the homograph set for the given input string, which we call complete candidates as they are based on the whole input string (e.g. ‘the’ for fjd). Additionally, TapGazer uses a language model to show the most likely incomplete candidates, i.e. words with a prefix matching the current input string (e.g. ‘these’ for fjd). After each tap, TapGazer updates the candidates shown. In order to select a candidate, the user looks at it, and in response the fixated candidate is highlighted with an underline. If the right thumb is tapped, the currently highlighted candidate is selected and added to the entered text. At this point, the TapGazer state machine starts again with an empty input string. If the user taps the right thumb but does not fixate any candidate, then the most likely candidate is selected based on a language model. Figure 2 illustrates how to type ‘chi’ with TapGazer. Word completion in TapGazer can be disabled; in this variant only complete candidates are shown if they exist. If no complete candidate exists, we show the shortest incomplete candidate to inform users about the progress of typing. Furthermore, we have designed a purely manual variant of TapGazer.
without gaze tracking, allowing users to disambiguate candidates with extra taps. Figure 4 illustrates different input devices and variants of Tapgazer.

In answering RQ1, several design decisions were made: First, we use finger tapping so that users can ‘type’ on any surface and require no context knowledge between the surface location and finger/hand location. Second, we help users find the word to type in the list of candidates, by facilitating visual search in the layout of the graphical interface. Third, we provided word completion and compare whether word completion benefits TapGazer in terms of performance.

3.1 Virtual Keyboard Layout

Customization. TapGazer reuses the standard QWERTY layout to avoid an extra learning curve from new keyboard layouts. However, in our pilot studies we found people have varying finger preferences for typing on the QWERTY keyboard, e.g. key ‘b’ may be pressed with either the left index finger or the right index finger. As a result, TapGazer creates a profile for each user to record their finger-to-key mapping. To guide novice users, we optionally visualize the customized finger-to-key mapping in a virtual keyboard and/or a hand model (Figure 2b), with each key colored according to its associated finger and letters rendered on their corresponding fingers. We use prefix trees to quickly look up complete and incomplete candidate words and their word frequencies for each input string, which are generated based on the users’ mapping.

Feasibility. Text entry is only feasible if all the words in the homograph set of any input string can be somehow selected. The minimum candidate number (MCN) is the minimum number of candidate words the interface must be able to disambiguate at a time. It is equal to the maximum number of homographs an input string can have, i.e. it describes the worst possible ambiguity that may need to be resolved. It is important for the design to determine the MCN in advance because display space needs to be adequately allocated, or users must be given the option to page through sets of candidates. The MCN is also relevant for performance as it describes the worst case scenario of visual search for the right candidate. We determined popular QWERTY-based finger-to-key mappings in pilot experiments and then ran a simulation to determine their overall MCN based on different word sources: the 1000 most common words retrieved from Wikipedia with MCN_{1K} = 4; the standard MacKenzie phrase corpus [59], which contains 500
Fig. 3. Evolution of TapGazer layout designs: a) Lexical Layout places the most common candidate word in the first row and arranges the other candidates in alphabetical order. All the candidates have the same font size. b) WordCloud Layout emphasizes frequent candidates with a larger font size. Candidates that were already shown on the previous tap keep their position. c) Division Layout divides all candidates into three columns according to their last letter. d) Pentagon Layout orders the candidates based on frequency and arranges the candidates in a compact single or double pentagon shape.

phrases for evaluation use, with $\text{MCN}_{\text{MacKenzie}} = 6$; and the 90% most frequent words (7,440) generated from the wordfreq library [87], which includes many very-low-frequency specialized words and acronyms that are not typically part of dictionaries, with $\text{MCN}_{7K} = 7$. We design our interface to be able to show at least 10 candidates in order to cover all English dictionary words and also many low-frequency non-dictionary words across typical QWERTY finger-to-key mappings. For unsupported words such as neologisms and special acronyms, we provide a spelling mode for character-level text entry (see subsection 3.4).

Alternative Layouts. We also calculated the MCNs of standard keyboard layouts other than QWERTY to gauge their suitability for use in TapGazer. Optimal word gesture keyboards such as GK-D ($\text{MCN}_{\text{MacKenzie}} = 11$, $\text{MCN}_{7K} = 12$) and GK-T ($\text{MCN}_{\text{MacKenzie}} = 7$, $\text{MCN}_{7K} = 17$) [85] have higher MCNs, probably because they are not optimized for key-based typing. If the left thumb is used for tapping instead of deletion (e.g. by triggering deletion with a chord), having 9 fingers to tap reduces ambiguity in the finger-to-key assignment, potentially decreasing the MCN. We calculated the MCN for some known 9 finger layouts: standard T9 [98] ($\text{MCN}_{\text{MacKenzie}} = 5$, $\text{MCN}_{7K} = 8$); HiFinger [39], which distributes letters in lexical order over nine keys ($\text{MCN}_{\text{MacKenzie}} = 5$, $\text{MCN}_{7K} = 8$); and the quadmetric optimized layout [48] ($\text{MCN}_{\text{MacKenzie}} = \text{MCN}_{7K} = 4$). Finally, we performed an extensive combinatorial search of non-QWERTY layouts and found that there is a very large number of mappings for eight fingers with $\text{MCN}_{\text{MacKenzie}} = \text{MCN}_{7K} = 4$. These results suggest that layout optimization can help to reduce the number of candidates that have to be shown at one time, which could speed up text input.

3.2 Word Candidate Layout

The most important part of TapGazer’s visual interface is the central gray area where word candidates are shown for selection by the user (Figure 2b). These candidates are colored to indicate the tapping progress of each word: the prefix of each word that has already been tapped is colored in blue, while yet-to-be-tapped postfixes are colored in orange. Complete candidates are completely blue and are always shown in the interface as they must be available as word choices. Any further available space can be filled with incomplete candidates, indicating options for word completion. The number of candidates shown is a trade-off between saving taps through word completion, and visual search time spent looking for the right candidate. Visual search time is affected by the way we arrange the candidates, therefore
we designed, tested and re-designed the layout to reach a suitable design. Figure 3 illustrates the design evolution of TapGazer’s candidate layout.

**Initial Design.** We first designed (a) Lexical Layout and (b) WordCloud Layout based on the following design principles. Systematic locations: Users should intuitively know where to look for a word. Salience: More likely words should be more salient (e.g. larger or more central). Continuity: Avoiding changes in the position of a suggested word between taps may help users to spot it. Lexical Layout places the most frequent word into the first line and the other candidates in alphabetical order below. This prioritizes systematic locations over continuity, as candidates’ positions may change between taps, e.g. “welcome”. WordCloud Layout arranges candidates in word-cloud style, with more frequent words arranged at the center and in a larger font. Candidates keep their positions between taps, prioritising continuity over systematic locations. To understand the effects of the layouts and their design principles on novices, we conducted a formative study with 12 participants (5 female, 7 male; aged 18 to 30, \( M = 24.67, SD = 3.94 \)), comparing the two layouts in a within-participant design. Each participant used each layout twice for 5 minutes each time, followed by quantitative and qualitative questionnaires collecting their feedback on each layout and design principle. The quantitative results showed that there were no significant differences in typing speed in WPM (\( F(1,11) = .81, p = .39 \)) and scale of usability scores (SUS) [3] (\( F(1,11) = 2.1, p = .15 \)), but Lexical layout achieved better accuracy TER% [86] (\( F(1,11) = 7.1, p = .004^{**} \)) and lower NASA-TLX task load scores [34] (\( F(1,11) = 14.32, p < .001^{***} \)). Participants were split half-half in their layout preference. They immediately understood Lexical Layout’s systematic locations, but did not find them very helpful. Having the most frequent word at the top or centre was found useful, but variations in font size were found to be distracting when typing low-frequency words. Some participants noticed WordCloud’s continuity, but did not find it very helpful as tapping is too fast to visually follow candidates. This was an important lesson: It is not useful to design the visual layout around the tapping process, as fingers are much faster than the eye. It is more useful to consider the layout as a pure visual search task, where visual search time is correlated with the number of candidates and the distance of eye movement [69].

**Final Designs.** Division Layout (Figure 3c) distributes candidates into three columns according to their last letter, ordering each column by word frequency. The column boundaries were chosen to balance the expected number of candidates in each column, with words ending in A-E on the left, F-R in the middle, and S-Z on the right. This layout is designed for power users who have learned where to expect a word, potentially reducing search time by 2/3. Pentagon Layout (d) is designed to be suitable also for novices. It arranges candidates in compact groups of five, close together to minimize eye movement but with enough separation for accurate gaze selection (at least 0.5° visual angle). The pentagon shapes mitigate overlap between long adjacent words and try to take advantage of people’s ability to quickly scan groups of five items at a time [65]. Complete candidates are always shown before incomplete candidates, with frequent words closer to the top. We chose Pentagon Layout for our main study as it is easier to use for non-experts.

### 3.3 Disambiguation

After presenting possible word candidates, users need to select a candidate to disambiguate the input. In text entry on mobile devices, word candidates are commonly selected by touch and users typically first look at the candidate they want to select, which is a subliminal step. TapGazer takes advantage of this by employing gaze tracking for word selection with the aim of minimizing taps and reducing cognitive load. Once the user has found the right word, she can select it with a tap of the right thumb. We chose to use a tap rather than a gaze-dwell for selection as the latter is much more time consuming and can lead to Midas Touch (inadvertent activations) [75].
Fig. 4. TapGazer’s workflow: After receiving a tap from a suitable input device, TapGazer updates the candidates according to the word completion mode, and allows users to select a candidate either with gaze or with additional taps.

In the absence of gaze tracking, we provide a variant of TapGazer with purely manual selection (Figure 4 bottom-right). In this variant, selecting a candidate is a two-step operation: 1) tapping with the right thumb, and 2) tapping with one of five fingers (right thumb, right middle, right index, left middle, left index) to select one among a maximum of five candidates shown. In order to support selection from more than five candidates, users can page through sets of five candidates with their left and right little fingers. The layout design helps to avoid paging operations by showing complete candidates first, and ordering complete and incomplete candidates by their descending word frequencies.

### 3.4 Miscellaneous Text Entry Functionality

We have designed miscellaneous text editing functions for TapGazer in order to make it a complete text entry method. **Deletion** of the current input string is performed by tapping the left thumb, allowing users to start a word again. If left thumb is pressed right after selecting a candidate, the candidates for the last input string will be shown again, allowing users to change the selection or tap left thumb again to delete the word. **Spelling mode** is triggered with a chord operation. Users can switch between word-level and character-level text entry by tapping their left and right index fingers simultaneously. Afterwards, users can rotate through the characters mapped to each finger by repeatedly tapping a respective finger, and enter the character by tapping the right thumb. Tapping the right thumb again concludes the character-level input. **Cursor navigation** with gaze is performed by selecting words in the entered text directly with gaze and right thumb [84], or by entering a cursor navigation mode through a button in the periphery of the interface [56] with gaze and right thumb. Users can then move the cursor by tapping the left/right index finger and exit cursor mode with a right thumb tap. If gaze is unavailable, users can enter cursor mode by tapping the right index and ring fingers simultaneously.

### 3.5 Design Limitations

We observed that some QWERTY users occasionally use different fingers for the same key. TapGazer currently does not support this behavior as finger-to-key mappings only allow keys to be mapped to a single finger. Many-to-many mappings are in principle possible, but would likely increase the MCN and the visual search time. Word prediction is currently based only on word frequency; it could be substituted by a more advanced method taking also the context of a word into account. We currently do not provide auto-correction, as this could confound our study of accuracy.
4 EVALUATION

We conducted a user study in order to examine how the different TapGazer variants perform in terms of speed, accuracy, and user preference (RQ2) as compared to a physical QWERTY keyboard. We used a within-subject design with five conditions: standard QWERTY keyboard (K), TapGazer with gaze candidate selection and word completion (GC), TapGazer with gaze candidate selection and no word completion (GN), TapGazer with manual candidate selection and word completion (MC), and TapGazer with manual candidate selection and no word completion (MN). The order of the five conditions was counterbalanced to mitigate effects of learning and fatigue.

The study had to be conducted remotely using videotelephony. Participants were using their personal computers running Windows or MacOS, so participants were tapping on their keyboards when using TapGazer. Participants were free to decide where on the keyboard they wanted to tap each finger, i.e. which fingers would tap which keys. We helped them to assign keys along the natural ranges of motion of each of their fingers, so that they could comfortably tap their fingers without having to consider the keys. Equally, TapGazer did not consider individual keys but only used the keyboard to identify which finger was tapped. As most participants did not have access to gaze trackers, we impressed on them to locate the right candidates with their eyes as a simulation of using a gaze tracker in GN and GC. If the right word was shown in the candidate area, we assumed that participants selected the correct word when tapping with the thumb. If the right candidate was not shown, this would result in an incorrect word; so in line with real gaze racking, participants had to first spot the right candidate to ensure a correct input was made.

Measures. We compared the conditions using objective measures [86] such as typing speed (WPM), total error rate (TER) and average times of frequent operations, as well as subjective measures such as SUS usability scores [3] and NASA-TLX task load scores [34]. Each tap/keystroke operation was recorded for analysis.

Procedure. After a brief introduction of TapGazer, participants gave consent to join a video call and share their screen during the experiment. First, we measured their QWERTY typing behavior and generated their customized virtual keyboard for TapGazer. Then they performed each of the five conditions (K, GC, GN, MC, MN) in counterbalanced order, with each condition consisting of a training session and five test sessions. In the training session, participants received brief instruction on the use of the respective text entry method and were able to practice it for a couple of minutes. In the five test sessions participants were asked to enter phrases randomly sampled from the MacKenzie & Soukoreff corpus [59], as fast and accurately as possible while looking at the screen. Each test session was one minute long and participants were allowed to take short breaks between the sessions. After each condition, participants completed SUS and NASA-TLX questionnaires. Each condition took around 10-15 minutes. After finishing all five conditions, participants completed a demographics questionnaire and ranked the conditions and their selection and completion modes according to their preference. Lastly, participants were interviewed about TapGazer, the reasons for the rankings, and their general suggestions. On average, the experiment took about 60 to 90 minutes.

Participants. We recruited 20 participants (3 female and 17 male; aged 24 to 35, \( M = 28.25, SD = 3.45 \)) via word of mouth and flyers. 15 had used eye-tracking devices before. The average typing speed was 67.13 WPM with a TER of 8.47% (\( SD = 0.025 \)) on a standard QWERTY keyboard.

4.1 Results

We validated that the data satisfies the assumptions of a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). We used one-way repeated measures ANOVAs to compare effects across all five conditions and their sessions, and two-way repeated measures ANOVAs to compare the effects of the different TapGazer variants with regards to the factors Gaze
(gaze vs. manual) and Completion (word completion vs. no word completion). Paired t-tests with Holm correction were used for all pairwise comparisons between conditions. All tests for significance were made at the \( \alpha = 0.05 \) level. The error bars in the graphs show the 95% confidence intervals of the means.

**Text Entry Speed.** Figure 5a shows the average text entry rate for the five conditions. Users typed at \( M = 52.49 \ (SD = 13.44) \) for GC, \( M = 51.84 \ (SD = 8.92) \) for GN, \( M = 39.42 \ (SD = 10.75) \) for MC, and \( M = 36.85 \ (SD = 8.47) \) for MN. The main effects of Condition \( (F(4, 76) = 69.56, p = .001^{***}) \) and Session \( (F(4, 76) = 19.81, p < .001^{***}) \) were both significant. K was significantly faster than all TapGazer variants \( (t(18) \geq 7.13, p < .001^{***}) \). For TapGazer (Figure 5c), the main effect of Gaze \( (F(1, 19) = 74.98, p < .001^{***}) \) was significant with a ‘large’ effect size \( (\omega^2 = 0.37) \), indicating that gaze selection was faster. The main effect of Completion \( (F(1, 19) = 1.517, p = .23) \) and the interaction effect \( (F(1, 19) = 1.92, p = .18) \) were not significant.

**Tap Time.** Figure 6a shows the average times per tap when entering letters of a word. The main effects of Condition \( (F(1, 19) = 13.71, p < .001^{***}) \) and Session \( (F(1, 19) = 7.11, p < .001^{***}) \) were both significant. Tapping with K was faster than for all TapGazer variants \( (t(18) \geq 3.89, p \leq .002^{**}) \). For TapGazer (Figure 5b), the main effect of Gaze \( (F(1, 19) = 7.84, p = .012^{*}) \) was significant with a ‘small to medium’ effect size \( (\omega^2 = 0.04) \), indicating that taps with gaze were faster. The main effect of Completion \( (F(1, 19) = 0.01, p = .92) \) and the interaction effect \( (F(1, 19) = 0.28, p = .61) \) were not significant.

Fig. 5. Evaluation results for WPM and TER comparing QWERTY keyboard (K) and TapGazer in GN, GC, MN, and MC modes.

Fig. 6. Evaluation results for operation times comparing QWERTY keyboard (K) with TapGazer in GN, GC, MN, and MC modes.
Selection Time. Figure 6c shows the average the average times taken to select a candidate in Tapgazer after tapping a word’s input string. The main effects of Gaze ($F(1, 19) = 1.19, p = .29$) and Completion ($F(1, 19) = 4.37, p = .05$) and the interaction effect ($F(1, 19) = 0.01, p = .93$) were not significant.

Search Time. Figure 6d shows the average times taken between tapping a word’s input string and confirming the choice of a candidate with a tap, approximating visual search and think time by not counting the taps involved in selection. Gaze selection requires an additional right thumb tap, and manual selection requires an additional right thumb tap and a thumb/index/middle finger tap, which were adjusted for by subtracting the respective participant tap time averages. The main effects for Gaze ($F(1, 19) = 7.33, p = .014^*, \omega^2 = 0.11$) and Completion ($F(1, 19) = 7.99, p = .01^*, \omega^2 = 0.05$) were significant with ‘medium’ effect sizes, indicating that candidate search was faster with gaze selection and without word completion, respectively.

Error Rate. Figure 5c shows the average total error rate for the five conditions. Users typed at $M = 8.47\%$ ($SD = 0.025$) for K and $M = 4.60\%$ for TapGazer. The main effect of Condition ($F(4, 76) = 29.85, p < .001^***$) was significant, and the main effect of Session ($F(4, 76) = 1.24, p = .30$) was not significant. All TapGazer variants had significantly lower error rates than K ($t(18) \geq 8.14, p < .001^***$). For TapGazer (Figure 5d), the main effect of Gaze ($F(1, 19) = 3.16, p = .09$) and Completion ($F(1, 19) = 0.20, p = .66$) and the interaction effect ($F(1, 19) = 0.23, p = .64$) were not significant.

Usability. Figure 7a shows the average SUS usability scores for the five conditions, with $M = 83.88$ ($SD = 15.12$) for K, about $M = 78$ ($SD = 14$) for GN and GC, and about $M = 61$ ($SD = 19.55$) for MN and MC. TapGazer with manual selection had significantly lower SUS scores than the other conditions ($t(18) \geq 3.75, p \leq .002^**$), and the differences between TapGazer with gaze selection and K are not significant ($t(18) \leq 2.1, p \geq .15$). For TapGazer (Figure 5c), the main effect of Gaze ($F(1, 19) = 24.00, p = .001^***$) was significant. The main effect of Completion ($F(1, 19) = 0.47, p < .50$) and the interaction effect ($F(1, 19) = 0.001, p = .97$) were not significant.

Workload. Figure 7b shows the average NASA-TLX task load scores for the five conditions, with $M = 33.75$ ($SD = 19.73$) for K, about $M = 36$ ($SD = 18$) for GN and GC, $M = 42.50$ ($SD = 16.18$) for MN, and $M = 45.14$ ($SD = 16.91$) for MC. MC had significantly higher task load scores than K ($t(18) \geq 3.18, p \leq .02^*$); the other differences are not significant ($t(18) \leq 2.48, p \geq .14$). For TapGazer (Figure 5d), the main effect of Gaze ($F(1, 19) = 6.23, p = .02^*$) was significant with a ‘medium’ effect size ($\omega^2 = 0.04$), indicating that gaze selection has a lower task load. The main effect of Completion ($F(1, 19) = 1.00, p < .33$) and the interaction effect ($F(1, 19) = 0.28, p = .61$) were not significant. We analysed the six conditions.
dimensions of task and in NASA-TLX separately and found that the only significant effect was the main effect of Gaze on Frustration \( (F(1, 19) = 11.98, p = .003^{**}) \), indicating that gaze selection was less frustrating.

**Preference and Qualitative Feedback.** When asked about which variant of Tapgazer they preferred, 15 of the 20 participants preferred GC the most and 5 preferred GN the most. In the post-interviews, participants were overall positive about Tapgazer (“I can type very fast after practice”, “save energy by just tapping without reaching the specific letter”). Several participants stated it was easy to find the right candidate words (“the candidate words are different from each other and easy to locate the word to type”, “look at where the word will show up and select it when it shows”). Several participants noted that gaze selection was more usable than manual selection (“it is really convenient when using gaze mode”, “selecting words with gaze is more comfortable. It is easy to make mistakes while using manual selection mode”, “I need to think about which finger to tap when using manual selection”). Most participants appreciated the ability to complete words (“I’d love to have more words to select from”, “can save quite a few keystrokes when using TapGazer with completion”, “I want to scan all candidates words in case I found the correct one”), but some noted that it was easier not to consider completion of words (“focus on typing the word and no need to worry about the candidates shown. And usually I don’t need to type the entire word when it is long” – referring to the fact that in the TapGazer variants without word completion, the most likely incomplete candidate is shown in absence of complete candidates, allowing users to quickly complete long words). All participants reported that they would be willing to use TapGazer for off-desktop scenarios like VR.

### 4.2 Discussion

Our results demonstrate that overall, TapGazer is an easy-to-use system that can reach higher average WPM speeds than other text entry methods addressing similar use cases if gaze selection is used (see Table 1, on average 52.17 WPM as opposed to 44.6 for the best competitor). Furthermore, TapGazer achieves significantly lower error rates than the QWERTY keyboard, as word-level text entry avoids some sources of error of character-level text entry: while QWERTY typing, participants frequently used the right finger on the wrong key – a mistake that does not affect TapGazer. The higher WPM averages listed in Table 1 are mainly for experienced ‘expert’ users; however, our participants were all novice users of TapGazer. There were significant trends of improvement over the sessions, indicating that an even better performance could be achieved with more practice. TapGazer with manual selection performed markedly worse; the extra tap required for selection slightly breaks the normal rhythm of QWERTY typing and forces participants to think about finding their word as well as using the right finger for selection. However, it is still very competitive compared to the related works in Table 1, and with practice using the right finger to select the appropriate candidate will likely become automatic for a user. TapGazer with and without word completion perform similarly and both have their place; some users prefer to just type and not think about completion of words, while others prefer to look for incomplete candidates before completing an input string. We analyse these two strategies further in subsection 5.2.

**Limitations.** The global COVID-19 crisis forced us to perform TapGazer’s evaluation remotely. This necessitated three compromises: 1) Tapping was performed on a physical keyboard as opposed to a passive touch surface, providing active feedback through the mechanical keys; 2) although TapGazer was designed for HMD users, our participants did not have HMDs; and 3) most participants did not have access to a gaze tracker, so that we had to simulate selection with gaze. In order to address the first point, we performed a pilot study comparing TapGazer performance on a physical keyboard vs. on a passive touch surface (see subsection 5.1). The results indicate that the differences between the two are minor, so our results do likely generalize to tapping on other surfaces. In order to address the lack of HMDs, we went through the webcam footage recorded from all experimental sessions, and confirmed that users did indeed keep
looking at the screen while typing, as instructed, and not at their hands or elsewhere. This indicates that they were visually immersed in the TapGazer interface, in keeping with the experience one would expect in an HMD. In order to address the validity of simulating gaze for candidate selection, we analysed candidate selection in more detail: First, the difference in selection time for gaze vs. manual was not significant, so it is unlikely that participants would have gained a lot by ‘cheating’ and not looking at the right candidate. Half of the TapGazer data we collected is based on manual selection, and the manual selection time results for word completion vs. non-completion are consistent with those of gaze selection (roughly the same difference); we would have expected word completion to be more affected by ‘cheating’ as it would have provided more opportunities. Finally, ‘cheating’ would have resulted in a higher error rate for gaze, especially in GC, as participants not looking for the right candidate would likely have selected before the right candidate was shown. The tap logs confirm that participants used word completion frequently in GC, and that they would have made a lot more errors if they had simply tapped the right thumb without making sure the right candidate was present. The error rate is overall very low, and almost the same for GC and GN, which supports the assumption that our simulation of gaze was accurate. Another limitation is the fact that our study uses novices and is mainly cross-sectional, thereby likely underestimating the average performance of longer-term users. Finally, the study evaluates TapGazer only with participants seated at a desk, while our design aims for TapGazer to be usable in a variety of poses, e.g. standing. However, our setup is similar to the way most related works evaluated their performance (Table 1), so this makes our results more comparable to those of others.

5 MODEL-BASED ANALYSIS

In the following, we will discuss models describing the user performance of TapGazer and its variants (RQ3) and then apply them to the analysis of design options and usage strategies. Because TapGazer is based on QWERTY typing, it is plausible to estimate performance based on a user’s QWERTY typing speed. Based on the data from Section 4, \( \text{wpm}_K \) is significantly positively correlated with \( \text{WPM}_{GN} \) (\( r(18) = 0.66, p < .001^{***} \)), \( \text{WPM}_{GC} \) (\( r(18) = 0.71, p < .001^{***} \)), \( \text{WPM}_{MN} \) (\( r(18) = 0.53, p = .008^{**} \)), and \( \text{WPM}_{MC} \) (\( r(18) = 0.58, p < .004^{**} \)), with ‘large’ effect sizes [16]. Linear slope regression analysis yielded significant regression equations: \( \text{WPM}_{GN} = 0.77 \times \text{wpm}_K, \text{WPM}_{GC} = 0.76 \times \text{wpm}_K, \text{WPM}_{MN} = 0.58 \times \text{wpm}_K, \) and \( \text{WPM}_{MC} = 0.54 \times \text{wpm}_K \). This confirms that there is a strong linear relationship between QWERTY typing and TapGazer performance, with users that are fairly new to TapGazer achieving on average 77% of their QWERTY typing speed when using the GC variant. Similarly, the average time taken for typing a key \( \text{type}_K \) is significantly positively correlated with the average times for tapping a finger \( \text{tap}_{GN} \) (\( r(18) = 0.80, p < .001^{***} \)), \( \text{tap}_{GC} \) (\( r(18) = 0.84, p < .001^{***} \)), \( \text{tap}_{MN} \) (\( r(18) = 0.76, p < .001^{***} \)), and \( \text{tap}_{MC} \) (\( r(18) = 0.80, p < .001^{***} \)). Linear slope regression analysis yielded significant regression equations: \( \text{tap}_{GN} = 1.31 \times \text{type}_K, \text{tap}_{GC} = 1.32 \times \text{type}_K, \text{tap}_{MN} = 1.52 \times \text{type}_K, \) and \( \text{tap}_{MC} = 1.48 \times \text{type}_K \).

5.1 Input Device

Our evaluation asked users to tap on a physical QWERTY keyboard, giving them flexibility as to which keys they tap by assigning keys to fingers according to their fingers’ typical ranges of movement. However, TapGazer was designed to work without a physical keyboard, allowing users to tap on any surface. Therefore, we need to analyse in how far TapGazer performance changes if, instead of a physical keyboard, we use an input device that can pick up finger taps on a surface directly. Such a device could use sensors in the surface (e.g. adequately-sized touchpads or touchscreens), sensors on the fingers (e.g. TapStrap), sensors along the neural or muscular pathways controlling the fingers (e.g. wrist EMG), or optical tracking (e.g. Leap Motion).
In order to model the effect of using a flat-surface tap input device on TapGazer performance, we conducted a small study (n=6) comparing TapGazer typing skills (using gaze and word completion) on a physical QWERTY keyboard vs. touchpad surfaces (two Sensel Morphs). In both conditions, participants wore a Tobii HTC Vive Devkit VR headset to simulate a realistic use case for TapGazer (Fig. 1a). Participants were seated at a desk and first performed a 1-minute standard QWERTY typing test. Then participants put on the headset, calibrated the gaze tracker, and ran the official Tobii gaze demo to get used to the headset. They were then shown how TapGazer works and given time to practice it until they were able to correctly type at least 5 phrases taken from the MacKenzie corpus [59]. During this training phase, we made sure that TapGazer was configured according to the finger-to-key mapping they preferred. Next, the two 5-minute typing sessions were performed, one for TapGazer on a physical keyboard and one for TapGazer with the Sensel Morphs. Participants were able to move their fingers freely on the Sensel Morph touch surface and were able to identify each finger by its relative position. A short break was allowed between the conditions, the gaze tracker was recalibrated for the second condition, and the order of conditions was counterbalanced. Our participants (2 female, 4 male) varied in their QWERTY touch typing abilities (wpm range 28.6 - 72.5, average 50.8 wpm), two were wearing glasses, and half of them had never used eye-tracking devices before. We used correlation and regression analysis to build and validate a linear model of TapGazer speed for a touch surface $WPM_{TS}$ based on TapGazer speed for a physical keyboard $WPM_{TK}$. $wpm_{TS}$ is significantly positively correlated with $WPM_{TK}$ ($r(4) = 0.86, p = 0.01^*$) with 'large' effect size. Linear slope regression analysis yielded a significant regression equation: $WPM_{TS} = 0.98 \times WPM_{TK}$. This indicates that the speed of tapping on a keyboard (as opposed to typing on a keyboard) is comparable to the speed of tapping on a passive surface, so it is likely that our evaluation results can be generalised to other suitable input devices.

5.2 Slow Typists

Some people are slow typists, e.g. when they are just learning to type. Word completion can be particularly useful for them. This is similar to text entry on a mobile phone, where tapping individual keys can be slow and many people use word completion extensively to speed up text input. In the following we show how to estimate the QWERTY typing speed that marks the point in typing and tapping skill where not using word completion becomes faster than using word completion with a visual search for the correct word after every tap.

Similar to the well-known Keystroke-Level Model (KLM) [12], we model the time $T_{GN}$ required for entering a word $w$ in TapGazer without word completion based on: a) the average tapping time for fingers tap; b) the average tapping time for the right thumb space (which types space in the standard QWERTY mapping), and c) the average visual search time $search_{GN}$ for finding a desired word among the completed words shown: $T_{GN}(w) = |w| \times tap + search_{GN} + space$. That is, we sum up the average tapping time for each of the $|w|$ letters, the average search time for spotting the right completed word, and the average time of the confirmatory tap with the thumb. Note that by definition, this model predicts the average word completion time for our evaluation of GN exactly when substituting our measured average values for the model parameters. Similarly, we model the time $T_{GC}$ required for entering a word $w$ in TapGazer with word completion, assuming that the user looks at the suggested words after every tap. This time we consider the number of taps $c(w) \leq |w|$ required until $w$ appears in the list of suggestions, and the average visual search time $search_{GC}$ for finding a desired word among suggested, possibly incomplete words: $T_{GC}(w) = c(w) \times (tap + search_{GC}) + space$. The model illustrates the trade-off between a reduced number of taps and increased time spent per tap.

In Section 5 we have shown that there is a strong linear relationship between tapping and QWERTY typing speed. Therefore, in order to estimate $T_{GN}$ based on the time $T_K$ required to type word $w$, we substitute tap and space by corresponding linear estimates $1.31 \times type_K$ and $0.91 \times type_K$, respectively. Because search times do not vary with
QWERTY speed, we approximate them using averages $search_{GN} = 148$ ms and $search_{GC} = 420$ ms. The latter is the average for GC when the maximum number of candidates is shown (10) so that it is not immediately apparent which candidate to choose, as this is the most likely case when looking for word completions after every tap. Furthermore, we substitute the average word length in English text $|w| = 4.79$ [68], and the expected number of taps $c = 2.41$ required before a desired word appears in the suggestions. The latter was determined using a simulation of the word-frequency based suggestion algorithm used in GC on a dictionary of the 7,582 most frequent English words. This results in estimates of the average times per word dependant on $type_K$: $T_{GN} = 7.18 \times type_K + 148$ ms and $T_{GC} = 4.07 \times type_K + 1012$ ms. $T_{GN}$ and $T_{GC}$ are equal at $type_K = 278$ ms, which is equivalent to about $wpm_K = 37$. Therefore, typists much slower than that would likely be faster using TapGazer with word completion. A better word prediction algorithm will reduce the expected value for $c(w)$, increasing the estimated speed at which word completion becomes a hindrance. A similar analysis can be made for the non-gaze alternatives of TapGazer MN and MC.

5.3 Power Users

If the prediction algorithm used to generate suggestions for word completion is reasonably stable, i.e. if users can anticipate which word will be suggested as the most likely option, then power users will learn for frequent words how many taps they need before they can simply accept the most likely suggested word. In both GC and MC, the most likely suggestion can be quickly accepted without even looking at the word suggestions, by tapping the right thumb. Let us assume a power user has learned all the prefixes that must be tapped to make each of the 100 most frequent words of the English language the most likely suggestion, e.g. “tapping ‘t’ makes ‘the’ the most likely word.” According to our word frequency data, the 100 most common words account for 48.12% of all English texts. Let $c(w)$ be the number of taps a user needs to do before the word suggested as most likely is the desired word $w$. Similar to Section 5.2, this leads to the following model for a power user who uses word completion without visual search for the 100 most frequent words (first summand) and types words in full otherwise (second summand, using $search_{GN}$ as the search is only among the completed words, which come first): $T_{GC}(w) = 48.12\% (c(w) \times tap + space) + 51.88\% (|w| \times tap + search_{GN} + space)$. According to our simulation of the word-frequency based suggestion algorithm used in GC and MC, which is based on the 7,582 most frequent English words, the expected number of taps a user needs to make before one of the 100 most frequent words becomes the most likely suggestion is $c = 2.05$. This is lower than one might think, as the three most frequent words (the, of, and), which account for more than 14% of English texts, all use different fingers on their first tap, so each appears immediately as a most likely suggestion. Furthermore, our simulation reveals that six of the 100 most frequent words (my, or, if, now, our, then) go) are never shown as most likely suggestion; they typically make up 1.15% of English texts, therefore we shift this percentage from the first to the second summand in our model. As in Section 5.2, we substitute $c$, the average word length in English texts $|w| = 4.79$, and estimates of $search_{GN}$, tap and space. In order to related the model to QWERTY typing speed, we describe tap and space as linear estimates of $type_K$. The result is $T_{GC} = 5.5 \times type_K + 78$; the corresponding $W_{GC}$ can be approximated for typical QWERTY typing speeds (up to 80 wpm) with a linear lower bound of $W_{PM,GC} = 0.95 \times wpm_K$ (compared to 0.76 $wpm_K$ for novice users). By learning tap prefixes for frequent words so that these words can be selected quickly without visual search, TapGazer is expected to allow power users to achieve typing speed close to QWERTY typing. Even if a user learns tap prefixes only for the 10 most common words, this accounts for about 25.13% of English texts and the estimated speed is $W_{PM,GC} = 0.82 \times wpm_K$. Power users can use the same approach for TapGazer without gaze tracking (MC), with estimates $W_{PM,MC} = 0.78 \times wpm_K$ when learning prefixes for the 100 most frequent words and $W_{PM,MC} = 0.65 \times wpm_K$ for the 10 most frequent words (compared to 0.54 $wpm_K$ for novice users). When using
gaze tracking, if a power user furthermore learns where a frequent word appears for the first time in the suggestions, e.g. "after tapping the left ring finger ‘with’ appears at the centre left", then the power user could potentially look at the right suggestion and select it immediately, reducing \( c = 1.28 \) and leading to an estimate of \( WPM_{GC} = 1.03 \times wpm_K \) for the 100 and \( WPM_{GC} = 0.84 \times wpm_K \) for the 10 most frequent words. If a power user is willing to learn a new layout, i.e. a finger-to-letter mapping not based on QWERTY, then \( c \) can be reduced further. We used branch-and-bound search to find a mapping that minimises \( c \) for the 100 frequent words, resulting in a mapping with \( c = 1.18 \) and \( WPM_{GC} = 1.05 \times wpm_K \) for learned prefixes only, if the positions of the respective word suggestions are also learned. In summary, learning tap prefixes and even display positions for common words can potentially speed TapGazer up drastically, with and without gaze tracking.

5.4 Discussion

Similar to KLM [12], our models are based on the average measurements obtained from the evaluation. As a result, their predictions will be inaccurate to some degree when applied to different groups of users. In particular, our experiments collected TapGazer performance data only from novice users. A multi-level regression analysis shows that the effect of session number on wpm was significant (\( B = 1.99, 95\% CI = [1.50, 2.47], t(398) = 8.09, p < .001^{***} \)), indicating that participants increased their wpm by about 2 wpm for each usage session. It is likely that users will continue to get faster with practice. The models we created based on short term use are therefore likely to underestimate the performance of longer-term users, forming a reference baseline for future research. Also, the models add value by formalising strategies that some users will likely apply to increase their TapGazer performance. Finally, the models identify important parameters affecting TapGazer’s performance, providing starting points for further improvements in future work.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented TapGazer, a novel text entry method combining tapping and gaze. TapGazer was designed to facilitate text entry while wearing VR/AR HMDs, without the need for a physical keyboard or to look at one’s hands, in anticipation of a future where affordable AR glasses will be as ubiquitous as mobile phones are today. Our results indicate that novice users can achieve 77% of their QWERTY typing speed, with an average TapGazer WPM of 52.17, which surpasses the performance of comparable text entry methods. Furthermore, the error rate of TapGazer is significantly lower than for a physical QWERTY keyboard. We have created performance models for TapGazer that illustrate how different users can benefit from different usage strategies, and identify important performance parameters that can be optimised in future design iterations. In future work, we anticipate longer-term studies of performance, the use of TapGazer with different devices and in different poses, improvements to word prediction based on more sophisticated language models, and error correction.
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